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A Tea Reader contains a selection of stories that cover the spectrum of life. This
anthology shares the ways that tea has changed lives through personal, intimate
stories. Read of deep family moments, conquered heartbreak, and peace found
in the face of loss. A Tea Reader includes stories from all types of tea people:
people brought up in the tea tradition, those newly discovering it, classic writings
from long-ago tea lovers and those making tea a career. Together these tales
create a new image of a tea drinker. They show that tea is not simply something
you drink, but it also provides quiet moments for making important decisions, a
catalyst for conversation, and the energy we sometimes need to operate in our
lives. The stories found in A Tea Reader cover the spectrum of life, such as the
development of new friendships, beginning new careers, taking dream journeys,
and essentially sharing the deep moments of life with friends and families.
Whether you are a tea lover or not, here you will discover stories that speak to
you and inspire you. Sit down, grab a cup, and read on.
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Combining comforting recipes, local ingredients and a bit of baking magic, Mat
Follas presents an irresistible collection of tea time treats. Let yourself be
transported to a table adorned with crisp linen, fine china, and a cup of your
favorite tea for the ultimate afternoon tea experience with BBC MasterChef UK
winner Mat Follas. In this enticing collection of recipes for the finest bakes and
most irresistible pastries Mat has honed his unique experience as a chef and
indulged his passion for home baking. In the first chapter, Cakes & Scones, you
will find Mat’s perfect recipes for Lemon Drizzle Cake and a Classic Victoria.
Slices & Tarts include the magical combination of rhubarb and custard in Mat’s
take on a classic custard slice. Failsafe Biscuits & Cookies will keep in your
pantry for days, ready to whip out for guests for an impromptu afternoon tea. For
a more refined occasion try one of the delights from the Dainties & Patisserie
chapter; individual Sherry Trifle Verrines or pretty Raspberry Meringue Kisses are
the ultimate treat. With ideas for savouries and sandwiches along with recipes for
refreshing homemade cordials, memorable jellies, and reviving gins and
sparkling cocktails you have all the ingredients you need to host the perfect
afternoon tea.
Whether it's a summer tea party in the backyard or a cozy gathering in front of
the fire, afternoon tea is a treat any time of the year and the perfect way to
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celebrate a special occasion. Susannah Blake's ideas include an elegant Classic
Engish Tea with delicate finger sandwiches and Lemon Drizzle Cake: a Fireside
Tea with Toasted Teacakes and Sticky Mazipan and Cherry Loaf: or a selfindulgent Champagne Tea with Smoked Salmon Crostini and Strawberries and
Cream. Girlie get-together include a Bridal Shower, a Sweet Sixteen Partly, and a
Baby Shower. Why not host a Russian Tea of Blinis with Sour Cream and Caviar
or a Moroccan Tea with glasses of sweet Mint Tea and Almond and Orange
Blossom Pastries? This is the perfect book for tea party enthusiasts everywhere
--providing plenty of ideas and delicious recipes for this much-loved tradition. *An
irresistible collection of themed menus for a variety of afternoon tea parties,
offering delicious recipes and all the creative inspiration you need to host a
memorable tea-time gathering. *Everything you need to know about preparing a
tea-time feast, including recommendations for the perfect tea to accompany each
menu. *Tempting photographs by Martin Brigdale.
You can count on Rick Steves to tell you what you really need to know when
traveling in London. With the self-guided tours in this book, you'll explore historic
Big Ben, bustling Trafalgar Square, and the Tower of London—home of the crown
jewels. Learn how to save time and money on the Tube, and how to avoid the
mobs at the Changing of the Guard. Investigate London's world-class museums,
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where you can trace Western civilization from the Magna Carta and Shakespeare
to Van Gogh and Picasso. Venture into Soho's theater district for a glitzy musical
or a delicious Indian dinner. End a great day at a neighborhood pub, sharing a
pint and a chat with a friendly local. Rick's candid, humorous advice will guide
you to good-value hotels and restaurants in delightful London neighborhoods.
You'll learn how to get around by bus and on the Tube, and which sights are
worth your time and money. More than just reviews and directions, a Rick Steves
guidebook is a tour guide in your pocket.
A sumptous book of delicious tried-and-tested recipes that are ideal for afternoon
tea.
"On the Beijing opera stage, every human sound uttered is song, and every
movement is dance; realism is taboo and real-life objects are banned." In
fascinating detail, jingju aficionado Chengbei Xu, examines the cultural and
artistic themes of Beijing Opera. Xu's expert eye unveils the mystery through a
dizzying array of observations that only an experienced opera-goer can spot:
themes and stories, characters, movement, makeup, props, action, voice, and
music. Filled with color performance photos, this is an indispensable reference
and definitive guide to perhaps the pinnacle of Chinese performance art.
A curated guide to the most chic, stylish and unique sites in London, from the
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creators of the hugely successful Instagram account @prettylittlelondon. Inviting
you on a visual tour of the city, your guides Sara and Andrea present the most
Insta-worthy destinations in the capital. With everything from cafes and
restaurants to galleries and hotels, Pretty Little London introduces more than 100
perfect places to explore all year round. Whether you’re looking for a picturesque
wisteria-filled stroll, a romantic rooftop bar for a cocktail, an inspiring museum, or
a magical day of Christmas lights and festivities – Pretty Little London has a
whole host of offerings. There are even a few day trips for those much-needed
weekend getaways. Filled with enviable photography, beautiful maps, Instagram
advice and insider tips – this book will inspire you to discover parts of the city
you’ve never seen before.
Teatime isn't complete without scones, cookies, pies, or other treats; here are our
favorite recipes--both sweet and savory--to pair with an afternoon cuppa. In this book
you will create many wonderful recipes including: - English Scones - Cakes including
the inspirational Medieval Honey Cake with Earl Grey Tea frosting - English biscuits
(cookies) including mouthwatering shortbreads - Exotic Teatime Treats - Old English
Pikelets - Savories And if that isn't enough, Sandra helps you put it all together for an
amazingly straightforward English Afternoon Tea Celebration.
Part Three of the charming new series from the author of The Canal Boat Cafe. Perfect
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The Ultimate Guide to Hosting Dowton Abbey Style Afternoon Tea Have You Ever
Wanted to Have a Formal Afternoon Tea, But Just Weren't Sure Where to Start? This
easy to follow guide will show you how to host a prim and proper afternoon tea, just like
the English have been enjoying for generations. If you have watched Dowton Abbey
and wanted to make afternoon tea part of your routine or even just wanted to host an
afternoon tea for a special occasion, this is the book for you.Inside you will discover: A
brief history of English teatime How to select the right tea Perfect recipes to compliment
and afternoon tea Everything you need to host and prepare the perfect afternoon tea
Proper teatime etiquette And Much More Teatime isn't just for English aristocrats. You
can share in a relaxing and fun afternoon tea, no matter where you are from or what
your situation is. Teatime is about catching up with friends and family and taking a
break from the drudgery of the daily routine.This book will explain every detail you need
to know when hosting tea at your home. Everything from choosing the right tea set to
how to hold your teacup is covered. After you finish this book you will be ready to throw
a flawless afternoon tea.Find out what you have been missing and host your own
Afternoon Tea. Once you see how simple it is to put together, you may just become
teatime regular. Get Your Copy of This Guide Right Away.
Want to host the perfect tea party? Or maybe you prefer hanging out with friends and
sharing a whiskey or two? It doesn't matter, as this bundle is all about teaching you how
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========================================================== Afternoon
Tea: Afternoon Tea: Inspiration and How to Host the Perfect Afternoon Tea Party at
Your Home (Worlds Most Loved Drinks Book 4) This book explains every detail you
need to know when hosting tea at your home; Everything from choosing the right tea
set to how to properly hold your teacup. After you finish reading, you'll be ready to
throw a flawless afternoon tea party.
========================================================== Whiskey:
A Guide to the Most Common Whiskeys, and How to Know the Difference between the
Good, Bad and the Ugly (World's Most Loved Drinks Book 8) 2nd edition - updated,
new and expanded material If you've been wondering why whiskey is so popular or
what the real difference is between scotch and bourbon, this book is for you. Packed
with interesting facts and whiskey cocktail recipes, it explains everything you need to
know about this famous drink.
Tea maven Theodosia Browning brews up trouble in the latest Tea Shop Mystery from
New York Times bestselling author Laura Childs. It is the week before Halloween and
Theodosia Browning, proprietor of the Indigo Tea Shop, and her tea sommelier,
Drayton, are ghosting through the dusk of a cool Charleston evening on their way to the
old Bouchard Mansion. Known as the Gray Ghost, this dilapidated place was recently
bequeathed to the Heritage Society, and tonight heralds the grand opening of their
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the Heritage Society, is not thrilled with the fund-raising idea, it is the perfect venue for
his grandniece, Willow French, to sign copies of her new book, Carolina Crimes &
Creepers. But amid a parade of characters dressed as Edgar Allan Poe, Lady Macbeth,
and the Headless Horseman, Willow's body is suddenly tossed from the third-floor
tower room and left to dangle at the end of a rope. Police come screaming in and
Theodosia's boyfriend, Detective Pete Riley, is sent to Willow's apartment to
investigate. But minutes later, he is shot and wounded by a shadowy intruder. Timothy
begs Theodosia to investigate, and shaken by Riley's assault, she readily agrees. Now,
she questions members of the Heritage Society and a man who claims the mansion is
rightfully his, as well as Willow's book publisher and her fiancé, all while hosting a
Sherlock Holmes tea and catering several others. But the Gray Ghost holds many
secrets, as do several other key suspects, while this murder mystery plays out on the
eve of Halloween. INCLUDES DELICIOUS RECIPES AND TEA TIME TIPS!
Master pâtissier and baker to the stars Eric Lanlard returns with a gorgeous new book
crammed with deliciously achievable recipes for the perfect afternoon tea. With 90
recipes for sweet and savoury treats, this book contains all the cakes, pastries, tarts
and biscuits you could wish for, from Gruyère Eclairs to Pistachio and Rosewater
Scones. In addition, menu ideas offer the perfect combination of flavours for your
afternoon tea. Whether you're throwing a lavish tea party or simply looking for that
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Presents creative themes for afternoon tea parties, along with full menus, recipes, and
tips on adding extra touches for the event.

Now cooks everywhere can master the time-honored tradition of afternoon tea.
Over 100 delicious, illustrated recipes teach the art of preparing traditional tea
cakes and sandwiches and offer contemporary alternatives. Mackley tells how to
brew the perfect cup of tea, covers the myriad of teas available, and presents
menu suggestions. Color photographs.
More than 60 recipes for making all the delectable treats you'll need for an
afternoon tea party, including scrumptious scones, dainty tea sandwiches, savory
appetizers, tea time sweets and the perfect pot of tea. Fifteen creative theme
party ideas with suggestions for: invitations, games and activities, decorations,
menu choices and party favors. Get out those teapots and create fond memories
of lively conversation and laughter and fun.
"Tea has been one of the most popular commodities in the world. Over centuries,
profits from its growth and sales funded wars and fueled colonization, and its
cultivation brought about massive changes--in land use, labor systems, market
practices, and social hierarchies--the effects of which are with us even today. A
Thirst for Empire takes a vast and in-depth historical look at how men and
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women--through the tea industry in Europe, Asia, North America, and
Africa--transformed global tastes and habits and in the process created our
modern consumer society. As Erika Rappaport shows, between the seventeenth
and twentieth centuries the boundaries of the tea industry and the British Empire
overlapped but were never identical, and she highlights the economic, political,
and cultural forces that enabled the British Empire to dominate--but never entirely
control--the worldwide production, trade, and consumption of tea. Rappaport
delves into how Europeans adopted, appropriated, and altered Chinese tea
culture to build a widespread demand for tea in Britain and other global markets
and a plantation-based economy in South Asia and Africa. Tea was among the
earliest colonial industries in which merchants, planters, promoters, and retailers
used imperial resources to pay for global advertising and political lobbying. The
commercial model that tea inspired still exists and is vital for understanding how
politics and publicity influence the international economy ..."--Jacket.
I have always harbored a secret wish to meet a nice, kind alien who would give
me the answers to life and the cosmos. This is a little story I dedicate to seekers
of truth.
Tea-Maven Theodosia Browning brews up trouble in the latest Tea Shop Mystery
from New York Times bestselling author Laura Childs. Tea maven Theodosia
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Browning and her tea sommelier Drayton Conneley are guests at a bird hunt
styled in the precise manner of an English shooting party. Which means
elevenses (sloe gin fizzes), gun loaders, the drawing of pegs, fine looking bird
dogs, and shooting costumes of tweed, herringbone, and suede. But as gunshots
explode like a riff of Black Cat firecrackers, another shot sounds too close for
comfort to Theodosia and Drayton. Intrigued but worried, Theodosia wanders into
the neighbor's lavender field where she discovers their host, Reginald Doyle,
bleeding to death. His wife, Meredith, is beside herself with grief and begs
Theodosia and Drayton to stay the night. But Theodosia awakens at 2:00A.M. to
find smoke in her room and the house on fire. As the fire department screams in
and the investigating sheriff returns, Meredith again pleads with Theodosia for
help. As Theodosia investigates, fingers are pointed, secrets are uncovered,
Reginald's daughter-in-law goes missing presumed drowned, and Meredith is
determined to find answers via a séance. All the while Theodosia worries if she's
made a mistake in inviting a prime suspect to her upscale Lavender Lady Tea.
INCLUDES DELICIOUS RECIPES AND TEA TIME TIPS!
Afternoon Tea At HomeDeliciously indulgent recipes for sandwiches, savouries,
scones, cakes and other fanciesRyland Peters & Small
Combining comforting recipes, local ingredients and a bit of baking magic, Mat
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Follas presents an irresistible collection of scrumptious tea time treats. Let
yourself be transported to a table adorned with crisp linen, fine china and a cup of
your favourite tea for the ultimate afternoon tea experience with BBC MasterChef
UK winner Mat Follas. In this enticing collection of recipes for the finest bakes
and most irresistible pastries Mat has honed his unique experience as a chef and
indulged his passion for home baking. In the first chapter, Cakes & Scones, you
will find Mat’s perfect recipes for Lemon Drizzle Cake and a Classic Victoria.
Slices & Tarts include the magical combination of rhubarb and custard in Mat’s
take on a classic custard slice. Failsafe Biscuits & Cookies will keep in your
pantry for days, ready to whip out for guests for an impromptu afternoon tea. For
a more refined occasion try one of the delights from the Dainties & Patisserie
chapter; individual Sherry Trifle Verrines or pretty Raspberry Meringue Kisses are
the ultimate treat. With ideas for savouries and sandwiches along with recipes for
refreshing homemade cordials, memorable jams and jellies and reviving gins and
sparkling cocktails you have all the ingredients you need to host the perfect
afternoon tea.
80 stunning recipes and inspiration for how to host and bake for the ultimate afternoon
tea party with instruction from master patissier Will Torrent. Arranged by season, and
with extra chapters on a Classic afternoon tea and a Showstopper afternoon tea, Will
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chocolate work and serving savoury dishes. Beautifully illustrated and an invaluable
source of inspiration, there are also six guest recipes from top restaurants and hotels:
The Ritz; The Dorchester; The Gramercy Tavern; The Berkeley; Harrods and Raymond
Blanc's Les Manoir aux Quat'Saisons. Starting with a brief history of British afternoon
tea, Will then offers up recipes for jams, spreads, butters and curds – everything you
might need to serve with an afternoon tea. Recipes include Smoked Salmon & Whipped
Cream Cheese sandwiches, Cherry & Almond Bakewell Tarts and Fruited Scones; as
well as more adventurous offerings of Prosecco, Lime & Mint Jellies and Lemon & Lime
Matcha Tea Friands.
Tea ideas and treats has a delectable selection of teas suitable for gods and goddess.
Devine and tasty homemade tea recipes, some delicate, some with deep flavours yet
they're all pleasing to the senses, some healthy some indulgent. With fresh air circling
around us, birds chirping and calling upon us to wake up to a beautiful new day, what’s
better than a cup of tea. In this book you will find an array of easy morning tea idea. A
cup of tea to start the day rebalances and reset you from the day before.This book
offers a wide selection of tea drinks that is suitable for any time of the year or day,
healthy and delicious homemade teas. During winter, the heat of some of the most
divine brew will warm the cockles of your soul.Many are quick tea ideas that ranges
from herbal tea recipes, iced tea recipes that creates the taste of mid-June, summer tea
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heavenly mood of cosy serenity.Fresh tea leaves are always the first recommended
choice when brewing tea as it attunes your palette to quality and you’ll derive
satisfaction from the leaves unfolding before your eyes and as it dances in the water to
release its alluring colour, flavour and aromas.Explore the best scones recipes or best
long island tea recipe which is the true essence of summer. Indulge yourself in both tea
and scrumptious treats such as tea cakes and sandwiches for tea party or afternoon tea
ideas. You’ll enjoy recipes for afternoon tea idea, Moroccan tea, Indian Tea, Lebanese
tea, Thai tea etc. Keep cool and refreshed with a delicious selection of iced tea.There
are intensely flavoured syrups with gorgeous aromas that are useful for sweetening tea,
coffees etc. There is something incredibly satisfying about brewing the most deliriously
perfect cuppa in the world! Sweet and stimulating tea drinks are nectar to your lips.
Delectable, heavenly, delicious and divine!
Afternoon Tea focuses on the history and development of afternoon tea. While other
books focus on etiquette, recipes, or a few notable figures, this book offers a more indepth consideration of the meal by discussing its intersections with English colonialism,
its changes over time, and its regional variations.
First published in 2004. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa
company.
Tea parties aren't just for little girls! We've got perfect recipes, crafty ideas and more.
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could imagine, whether it is simple tea and biscuits, traditional afternoon tea, or a more
substantial high tea for the children. You’ll also find lots of ideas for special occasion
teas such as children’s parties and christenings. It includes Sandwiches and savouries
Cakes, buns and scones Pastries and biscuits There is also an overview of all the
different kinds of tea available to drink plus lemonade recipes for summer tea in the
garden.
More than 60,000 copies sold in hardcover! Celebrate tea--the nectar of the gods--with
an informative and lushly photographed salute to this incomparable beverage. More
than 35 recipes for tea-related confections and parties help you plan special and fun
occasions, including a wedding shower tea, Christmas tea, and tea party for children.
But tea is for every day, too. Brew up the perfect breakfast with Spicy Rose Tea and
freshly baked English Muffins spread with Strawberry-Lemon Balm Butter. Or settle
down with a cup and an engrossing book; reading suggestions are included. Find out
about exquisitely beautiful teacups and pots; about the business of tea (from the owner
of a tea salon, a tea blender, and a tea grower); and charming nuggets of wisdom about
this ancient drink.
Cutter & Squidge is the ultimate destination for modern and quirky afternoon tea in
London. Here, they share their winning formula in over 65 recipes for playful, delicious
treats. When sisters Annabel and Emily were looking to make their mark on London’s
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and Emily squidged it together – and that is how Cutter & Squidge was born! The
sisters set out on a mission to create a baking business using only natural colours and
flavourings and pioneering the creation of imaginative new treats. Customers now flock
to their flagship store in London to sample their cool creations and indulge in their
immersive afternoon tea experiences, with themes such as Hello Kitty, Genie's Cave
and The Potion Room. The recipes shared in this book include everything from fantasythemed Clam-shell Pearl Biskies, Galaxy Juice and Genie’s Magic Carpet Cookies, to
re-imagined classics like Strawberries and Cream Biskies, Smoked Cheese and Black
Pepper Scones, Pineapple Chilli and Lime Cake Bars and Maple, Pecan and Carrot
Dreamcake, all made achievable for the home cook. Readers can use the themed
afternoon tea menus provided or mix and match the recipes to create their own Cutter
& Squidge afternoon tea of dreams!
Because many are rediscovering afternoon tea as a wonderful tradition to share with
family and friends, this lovely full-color guide offers an introduction to the practice,
providing the essentials of tea service.
How to plan a vintage tea party for your vintage wedding, bridal shower or special event
Host an incredible English Afternoon Tea that even the Queen would love to attend. Or
a decadent French High Tea Party. Inside find vintage tea party menus for 6 different
Vintage High Tea parties. Included are recipes for traditional high tea cakes, high tea
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offer easy to follow instructions for an unforgettable high tea event that everyone will be
talking about. Mouth-watering decadent tea party food ideas and recipes Afternoon Tea
Sandwich recipes from professional caterers Complete style guides for Six types of
vintage tea parties. Simple, easy to follow guides to help you plan and host the most
amazing and authentic Vintage Tea Party Event. Each vintage tea party theme includes
a complete style guide, tea party recipes, and tea party food and drink lists. Plan a
vintage English High Tea Party or a Romantic French Tea Party that your friends will be
talking about for years. The Vintage High Tea Style Guide includes complete style
guides for English High Tea Party Romantic French High Tea Party Shabby Chic Style
Tea Party Cream Tea Party Retro Luncheon Tea Garden Tea Party Includes:6 High
Tea Party Style Guides - inspiration and suggestions for tea party invitations, table
settings, and decorations.24 fabulous afternoon tea sandwich ideas for the perfect
afternoon tea18 Vintage High Tea recipes. Buy today and get to planning the perfect
vintage high tea party
80 stunning recipes and inspiration for how to host and bake for the ultimate afternoon
tea party with instruction from master patissier Will Torrent. Arranged by season, and
with extra chapters on a Classic afternoon tea and a Showstopper afternoon tea, Will
showcases his no-nonsense approach to the techniques involved in patisserie, baking,
chocolate work, and serving savory dishes. Beautifully illustrated and an invaluable
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The Ritz; The Dorchester; The Gramercy Tavern; The Berkeley; Harrods; and
Raymond Blanc's Les Manoir aux Quat'Saisons. Starting with a brief history of British
afternoon tea, Will then offers up recipes for jams, spreads, butters, and
curds—everything you might need to serve alongside afternoon tea. Recipes include
Smoked Salmon & Whipped Cream Cheese sandwiches, Cherry & Almond Bakewell
Tarts, and Fruited Scones; as well as more adventurous offerings of Prosecco, Lime &
Mint Jellies and Lemon & Lime Matcha Tea Friands.
Laura Mason was raised on a farm in Upper Wharfedale, Yorkshire. A highly respected
food historian, her books include Good Old-Fashioned Roasts,
Set sail and dive into Europe's magnificent port cities with Rick Steves Scandinavian &
Northern European Cruise Ports! Inside you'll find: Rick's expert advice on making the
most of your time on a cruise and fully experiencing each city, with thorough coverage
of 18 ports of call Practical travel strategies including how to choose and book your
cruise, adjusting to life on board on the ship, saving money, and traveling economically
and ethically Self-guided walks and tours of each port city so you can hit the best
attractions, sample authentic cuisine, and get to know the culture, even with a short
amount of time Essential logistics including step-by-step instructions for arriving at each
terminal, getting into town, and finding necessary services like ATMs and pharmacies
Rick's reliable tips and candid advice on how to beat the crowds, skip lines, and avoid
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tools like mini-phrasebooks, detailed instructions for any visa requirements, hotel and
airport recommendations for cruise access cities, and what to do if you miss your ship
Full list of coverage: Copenhagen, Stockholm, Helsinki, St. Petersburg, Tallinn, Riga,
the Port of Gdynia, Gdansk, Sopot, Warnermunde, Rostock, Berlin, Oslo, Stavanger,
Bergen, the Norwegian Fjords, Flam and the Nutshell, Geirangerfjord, Amsterdam, the
Port of Zeebrugge, Bruges, Brussels, Ghent, Southampton, Portsmouth, Dover,
Canterbury, London, Le Havre, Honfleur, the D-Day Beaches, Rouen, Paris Maximize
your time and savor every moment with Rick's practical tips, thoughtful advice, and
reliable expertise. Heading to the Mediterranean? Pick up Rick Steves Mediterranean
Cruise Ports.
A guided tour that highlights the recent evolution of the 21 craft and artisan distilleries
that have sprung up on Vancouver Island and the Gulf Islands. In the past five years
the number of craft and artisan distilleries on Vancouver Island and the Gulf Islands has
more than doubled. A change in the provincial liquor laws in 2013 made small-batch
distilling a viable business and with this alternative to high-volume, mass-market liquor
comes a focus on local ingredients and distinctive flavours. From relative veterans like
Merridale and Sheringham, to the newest stills on the block, you'll meet a group of
entrepreneurs unbound by traditional liquor-making rules who are creating vodkas,
gins, whiskeys, and liqueurs with their own unique characteristics, using a wide range
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Marianne Scott introduces readers to the methods distillers use to develop their spirits,
how they learned their craft, the products they make, and the recognition they've
garnered. With an introduction on the history of spirit making and the process of
distilling, a glossary of common distilling terms, cocktail recipes inspired by each
distillery's products, and a map to help you organize your ideal tasting tour, Vancouver
Island's Spirits has everything you need to jump into the region's burgeoning craftspirits scene.
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